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One of the theories is that a rock maybe the size of Mars hit the Earth
and a large piece of the Earth broke off when it was struck. If you look on
www.extremescience.com it says that the Earth was hit by a large rock. The
impact was so hard that a part of the Earth broke off and our planets pull kept it
at a close range. Another theory is that god made the moon to be the lesser light as
the sun was the more dominant light. Another theory is that the moon was made
the same way the planets were, by dust and gases coming together and forming
planets and moons. These are only four of the many theories on how the moon
was created.
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Do you know what would happen if the moon exploded? One thing is that
thousands of animals would die because there would be no gravity to move the water
around and make the waves. That means that the clams would die and crab eat
clams so that means no crab on the table for Us humans. Thousands of animals
would die so that effects our whole food chain. So that then effects us because we
are part of the food chain. Another theory is that if the moon were to explode then
there would be meteorites coming down to earth. That would create large holes in
the ground and that could push use out of orbit. If that did not then the sonic wave
from the explosion would push us out of orbit. Also if the moon exploded then some
sports would not exist, like surfing, because there would be no waves. There are
many other theories that explain possible ways the moon could explode and what
might happen.

